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KUWAIT: National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) suc-
ceeded in issuing Rule 144A/Reg S $1.0 billion
Senior Unsecured notes under the bank’s $5.0
Global Medium Term Note program, representing
the largest USD-denominated issuance amongst
Kuwaiti financial institutions. 

The issuance will further enhance the bank’s liq-
uidity position, while supporting relevant regulatory
ratios and further diversifying NBK’s sources of
funding. Global investors’ confidence in NBK was
further endorsed with the peak order book reaching
$1.7 billion (1.7x oversubscribed). 

The notes have a 6-year maturity and first call
date after 5-years. The issuance is also the first
fixed to floating callable structured senior unse-
cured notes from the CEEMEA region; pioneering
an innovative solution to optimize their contribution
to the Bank’s Net Stable Funding Ratio.  The robust
global demand allowed NBK to price the notes at
95 bps over US Treasuries, the equivalent of a 1.726
percent reoffer yield. The notes were issued at a
discount and had a final coupon of 1.625 percent,
fixed with semi-annual coupon payments until their
first call date, followed by a floating rate of SOFR +
105 bps paid quarterly thereafter. 

The Issuance achieved a globally diverse order-
book; lead by US investors (43 percent) followed by
Asia (26 percent), Europe (12 percent), Middle East

(10 percent) and UK (9 percent). Asset Managers
lead allocation at 69 percent, followed by Banks at
22 percent, while Governments, Insurance and
Pension Funds combined for 9 percent. 

The issuance represents NBK’s fourth issuance
under both Rule 144A and Regulation S formats,
asserting itself as the only global financial institu-
tion issuer in the region. NBK Capital, Citigroup
Global Markets Limited and J P Morgan Securities

plc acted as Global Coordinators on the issuance.
The Bank also appointed NBK Capital, Citigroup
Global Markets Limited, HSBC Bank plc, J.P.
Morgan Securities plc, Standard Chartered Bank,
Goldman Sachs International, Merri l l  Lynch
International, and MUFG Securities EMEA plc as

joint bookrunners and joint lead managers.  NBK
Capital is a leading advisor and arranger of debt
securities in the region, having advised on more

than $32 billion of global and local conventional
and Islamic debt capital markets mandates and
restructuring assignments to date.

Large demand from global fixed income investors led to a $1.7bn final orderbook 

NBK succeeds in pricing $1.0bn
in senior unsecured bonds 

Countdown to AUB’s 
KD 250, 000 prize
Hassad draw begins
KUWAIT: Ahli  United Bank (AUB)
announced the start of countdown to the
quarterly KD 250,000 grand prize for the
winner, in Al-Hassad Islamic prizes Program.
The draw is scheduled to take place on 30
September 2021 with full compliance with all
preventive measures and guidelines set by
health authorities. This grand prize is a life-
time opportunity for the winners through
which they can reshape their life and achieve
their dreams.

On this occasion, Hanadi Khazal, Head of
Retail Distribution at AUB called on customers
to seize this chance to win the quarterly grand
prize, and to promptly increase their account
balances in Al-Hassad Islamic program by
expediting opening Al-Hassad Islamic account
with a minimum of KD 100 which qualify the
customer for two chances to enter the draw,
with a maximum of 30,000 chances per draw,
in addition to annual profits for all partici-
pants. Every KD 50 invested for at least 15
days entitles the customer to one chance in
each draw. The longer the customer keeps his
balance the bigger the changes of participa-
tion in the draw.

Khazal added, “We are delighted to contin-
ue to exceed the expectations of our valued
customers through Al-Hassad Islamic
Program, which continues to present valuable
prizes to our customers, affirming that AUB
has always been keen to improve its customer
banking experience, and facilitate the process
of qualifying to enter the draws so that all cus-
tomers can have a chance to achieve their
dreams with us.”

Khazal emphasizes that AUB is the best
choice for customers to multiple their sav-
ings and achieve their  dreams with Al-
Hassad Islamic Program, which has been
enhanced to meet the requirements of cus-
tomers and increase their chances of winning
large and attractive prizes, in addition to
enjoying the latest banking features that AUB
provides to them.

It worth mentioning that Al-Hassad Islamic
account is the first Islamic prizes account in
Kuwait which offers over 750 prizes over a 12
month period and provides numerous features.
Such features include the simplest and easiest
savings program, highest number of winners,
largest prize value, loyalty multipliers, and
unique account opening feature online with all
ease with instant deposit option.

In addition to quarterly KD 250,000 grand
prize, Al-Hassad Islamic program included
several cash prizes, such as KD 100,000 each
Eid and the grand quarterly draw of KD
250,000 prize which continues to be a key
aspiration for customers who are wishing to
fulfill their dreams. Al-Hassad offers 20 weekly
prizes of KD 1,000 for each winner.
Furthermore, for the first time in Kuwait, the
AUB Al-Hassad presents the “Privilege Draw”,
which is a quarterly draw of KD 25,000 exclu-
sively for Al-Hassad customers who main-
tained their balances for more than one year
and have not won a prize in the past five years.
For all draws, the clients are eligible for one
draw chance for each KD 50 deposited in
their Al-Hassad account.

In addition to this attractive package of
rewards, Al-Hassad Islamic account incorpo-
rates a Wakala contract for projected annual
profits, making this account unique and attrac-
tive to all society segments that are aspiring to
build their short and long-term savings
through a unique savings account with many
advantages. 

Burgan Bank
announces winner of
KD 125,000 cash
prize in Yawmi draw
KUWAIT: Burgan Bank announced Mhret Ghirmay
Splain as the new KD 125,000 cash prize winner in
the Yawmi quarterly draw. The winner expressed his
excitement for being the winner of the rewarding
cash prize with Yawmi Account from Burgan Bank.

The Yawmi quarterly draw offers customers
chances to win higher rewards, entitling one lucky
customer to win KD 125,000 cash prize every three
months. To enter Burgan Bank’s Yawmi quarterly
draws, customers should maintain a minimum

amount of KD 500 in their account for two months
prior to the draw date. Additionally, every KD 10 in
the account will entitle customers to one chance of
winning.  

The Bank has continuously improved its per-
formance over the years through an expanded rev-
enue structure, diversified funding sources, and a
strong capital base. The adoption of state-of-the-
art services and technology has positioned it as a
trendsetter in the domestic market and within the
MENA region. Burgan Bank’s brand has been creat-
ed on a foundation of real values - of trust, commit-
ment, excellence and progression, to remind us of
the high standards to which we aspire. ‘People come
first’ is the foundation on which its products and
services are developed.

The bank was re-certified with the prestigious
ISO 9001:2008, making it the first bank in the GCC,
and the only bank in Kuwait to receive such accred-
itation for the third consecutive year. The Bank also

has to its credit the distinction of being the only
Bank in Kuwait to have won the JP Morgan Chase
Quality Recognition Award for twelve consecutive
years.   Burgan Bank, a subsidiary of KIPCO
(Kuwait Projects Company), is a strongly positioned
regional Bank in the MENA region. 

Largest US dollar 
FIG issuance 
from Kuwait

CBK bonds and 
related Tawarruq
KUWAIT: The Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK)
announced the most recent issues of CBK
bonds and related Tawarruq at a total value of
KD 290 million for 3 months with a rate of
return at 1.125 percent.

The plant invaders 
posing a headache 
for conservationists
PARIS: The tall and attractive stranger has showy
plumes and can make itself at home at the coast, in
the city or even in your garden. But conservationists
warn that Cortaderia selloana-or pampas grass-is a
damaging invasive species menacing parts of south-
ern Europe.

Also known as “feather duster”, pampas grass is
sold as an ornamental plant despite appearing in a
rogue’s gallery of a hundred of the worst invasive
species in Europe.

At the world congress of the International Union
for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), winding
down this week in Marseille, a motion called for
“urgent action” to restrict and ultimately eradicate
the plant outside its native South American habitat.

Conservation groups and ministries, many from
Spain, said they were “alarmed because today its
seeds can be bought easily and cheaply anywhere in
the world, without legal constraints, through different
internet platforms”. The case highlights the difficul-
ties of halting the spread of invasive plants in the face
of low awareness and a massive international online
trade offering exotic species at the click of a button.

“You see more clearly the impact of animals-they
are a predator destroying a prey. But plants can have
a very severe effect,” Piero Genovesi, who heads up
the IUCN’s Invasive Species Specialist Group.

“It’s less visible in the beginning, but then it

becomes huge.” Genovesi told AFP that in Europe
most invasive plants are introduced by being sold for
gardens. “Pampas grass is beautiful, but it spreads
very rapidly, so once it’s out, it’s very difficult to con-
tain it,” he said.

The plant is “very aggressive”, according to the
EU-backed LIFE Stop Cortaderia project, warning
that it has expanded across urban and industrial
areas and squeezed out native species in Atlantic
coastal areas of France, Spain and Portugal.

It featured on a European inventory of a hundred

of the worst invasive species-an awareness-raising
effort to highlight problem species. Now the IUCN is
going a step further with a new global classification
system called the Environmental Impacts
Classification of Alien Taxa. It has scientific criteria
to measure the relative threats posed by different
harmful species-animals and plants-to help govern-
ments prioritize their responses. The first few have
already been added, but the organization is aiming
for hundreds, as a complement to its Red List of
Threatened Species. —AFP

SAINTES-MARIES-DE-LA-MER, France: This photograph shows a Baccharis invasive plant, at the “Domaine des
Grandes Cabannes du Vaccares sud” protected area, in Saintes-Maries-de-la-Mer, southeastern France. — AFP

MARSEILLE: The world’s most
influential conservation congress
passed resolutions Friday calling for
80 percent of the Amazon and 30 per-
cent of Earth’s surface-land and sea-
to be designated “protected areas” to
halt and reverse the loss of wildlife.

The International Union for the
Conservation of Nature (IUCN),
which is meeting in Marseille, does not
set global policy, but its recommenda-
tions have in the past served as the
backbone for UN treaties and conven-
tions. They will help set the agenda for
upcoming UN summits on food sys-
tems, biodiversity and climate change.

Saving the Amazon 
An emergency motion calling for

four-fifths of the Amazon basin to be
declared a protected area by 2025 —
submitted by COICA, an umbrella
group representing more than two
million indigenous peoples across nine
South American nations-passed with
overwhelming support. “Indigenous

Peoples have come to defend our
home and, in doing so, defend the
planet. This motion is a first step,” said
Jose Gregorio Diaz Mirabal, general
coordinator of COICA and a leader of
the Curripaco people in Venezuela.

Over the last two decades, the
Amazon has lost roughly 10,000
square kilometers every year to defor-
estation, much of it through fires set
deliberately to clear land for commer-
cial agriculture or cattle grazing. This
destruction combined with climate
change, scientists have warned, could
push the world’s largest tropical forest
irretrievably past a “tipping point” into
a savannah-like landscape.

‘30 percent by 2030’ 
Another hotly debated measure

that was accepted in a vote of IUCN
members-government agencies,
NGOs and indigenous people’s
organizations-says that 30 of the
planet’s land and ocean area should
have protected status within a

decade. The zones selected must
include “biodiversity hotspots” team-
ing with animal and plant life, and be
backed up by rigorous monitoring and

enforcement, the resolution
says.Many scientists and conserva-
tionists advocated for an even more
ambitious “half-Earth” target. — AFP

IUCN calls for protecting 30%
of Earth, 80% of Amazon

MARSEILLE, France: In this file photo, a group of indigenous people from Columbia
and Peru hold a banner reading “Casino is deforesting Amazonia, indigenous people
denounces you” demonstrate in front of a Casino supermarket in in Marseille, south-
eastern France. —AFP


